


The colour of wires
It’s practice to use colours to identify the function of wires in order to know

the 230V phase wire, the neutral and the earth wires according to the

following table.

NOTA: In many cases the phase is also wired with black colour wires.
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The switch

The switch: is a contact with two stable positions: ON/OFF i.e.

open/closed. It has 2 terminals to connect the wires and it is used to

transfer the current on the load (light, rolling shutter, etc.) also for long

time.

The pushbutton instead has one single stable position; it has also 2

terminals to connect the wires and it is used to transfer current for short

time: the door release pushbutton is one of the right examples.

The electrical symbol of switch is:

Many times it is also symbolised with:

(open) (closed)
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230Vac

1) When the switch is open the lighting electrical circuit lamp is interrupted so 

the light is switched OFF.

2) When the switch is closed the lighting circuit lamp is able to switch ON the 

light.

Light driven by a switch: one drive point

230Vac

1) 2) Phase 

Neutral

Phase

Neutral 
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The SPDT 2-way switches

The SPDT (Single Pole, Double Throw): is a contact with 2

stable positions only; it has 3 terminals with the central one easy to

identify. Its function is to transfer the current from the central terminal to

the other 2 terminals.

The electrical symbol of SPDT is:

Many times the SPDT 2-way switches is symbolised with:

Introduction



Light driven by a SPDT 2way-switches: 2 drive points

1) In a set-aside state the lighting circuit lamp is interrupted and the light is

switched OFF.

2) By moving one of the two SPDT 2way-switches the central black point is

moved on the white opposite point the lighting circuit lamp is closed and

the light is switched ON. Moving again one of the two SPDT 2-way

switches the light switches OFF. Doesn’t matter which SPDT is moved as

first since the electrical result is always the same.

230Vac

1) 

230Vac

2) 
Phase 

Neutral 

Phase 

Neutral 

SPDT2SPDT1 SPDT2SPDT1
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The intermediate switch (I.S.)

The intermediate switch: is composed of 2 SPDT 2-way switches

connected internally. It has always 2 stable positions with 4 terminals

where the wires are connected.

By means of the intermediate switch it’s possible to realise circuits with

more than 2 light driven points.

The electrical symbol of the intermediate 

switch is:

Many times the intemediate switch is also 

symbolised with:
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The intemediate switch is composed of nr.2 SPDT 2-way switches.

In the scheme the A point is directly connected to C point instead of the B

point is connected with D point. When the intemediate switch is activated

both the contacts change their position at the same time and they invert

their connections: the A point will be connected with the D point and the

B point will be connected with C point.

The intermediate switch (I.S.) 

A

B

C

D
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SPDT2

230Vac

SPDT1

The working of the 2 SPDT 2-way switches is always the same; when the

intemediate switch (I.S.) is activated it is able to switch OFF/ON the light.

In the picture when one of the 3 comand points is activated the lights is

ON: doesn’t matter which one is the first.

I.S.

Light driven by using the intermediate switch (I.S.) and SPDT 
2way-switches: 3 comand points

Neutral 

Phase 

Introduction



More than 3 comand points

230Vac

When the comand points are more than 3 it’s enough to add the

intemediate switches.

Phase 

Neutral 

Introduction

I.S. I.S. I.S.

SPDT1 SPDT2



Final installation

Drawbacks: That solution needs a lots of wires (3 or 4) in the comand

points.

Introduction

SPDT I.S. SPDTI.S.



Solution to save number of wires: the Pulse Relay

With the pulse relay all the pushbuttons are connected with 2 wires only.

The pulse relay is connected with 3 wires.

Introduction

Phase

Neutral

Light 
(Load)

Pushbuttons



Final installation using the pulse relay

The installation is composed of pushbuttons connected with 2 wires only

and a pulse relay connected with 3 wires.

Drawbacks: the pulse relay is noisy.

SOLUTION: the electronic relay.

Introduction

Pushbutton Pushbutton Pushbutton Pushbutton



The electronic relay

Electronic 
relay

230Vac

Phase 

Neutral 

Advantages: no noise.

LIMITS: max switchable power is limited (typically to 500W) no easy way to

centralise several electronic relays.

Fuse

Comand 

Introduction



Fusibile

The dimmer

On the dimmer the connections are different than electronic relay: as

consequence a direct replacement of relay with a dimmer is not possible.

230Vac
Neutral 

Fuse

Comand 

Phase 

Dimmer
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Yokis Offer

- Yokis changes the world of automation with a wide range of digital
modules simple and easy to install and with interesting features.

- With Yokis modules is possible to manage light switches ON/OFF; to
change lighting intensity and timing of lights.

- Yokis modules don’t need a Bus and they can be installed with new and
old installations as well.

- The modules can have centralised controls in order to also manage
scenarios. That control can be made with pushbuttons (wired solution) or
via radio by means of wireless transmitters and receivers.



- The modules can be installed in embedded or DIN rail solutions.
- Yokis modules work with a microprocessor so they are not noisy.
- The local pushbuttons can be connected either on the phase or neutral.
- Centralisation of comands by using one single pilot wire to connect all the

modules together.
- Wide range of modules: electronic lighting relays, dimmers, rolling shutters,

blinking modules, etc…

Yokis Offer



- The actions can be timed.
- Easy integration on existing installations.
- Available a special module including night light management for children and

presence simulator.
- The programming is made by means of the pushbuttons directly connected

on the module.

Yokis Offer



- Easy wiring of modules (with or without neutral).

- Daily scheduling and easy configuration without using specific tools

and computer.

- Centralised control management also by radio bus.

Yokis Offer



Wired

MTR500
MTM500
MTT500

MTC500E
MTV500

MTVT500
MTK500E
MVR500E

M-E
M-E
M-E
E
M-E
M-E
E
E

MTR2000
MTM2000
MEP2000

M-E
M-E
E

M = DIN rail mounting
E = Embedded mounting
X = Available with external antenna

2000  Range 500 Range

Radio

MTR2000ER X

2000 Range500  Range 

MTV500ER
MVR500ER X



Wired

MTR500
MTM500
MTT500

MTC500E
MTV500

MTVT500
MTK500E
MVR500E

M-E
M-E
M-E
E
M-E
M-E
E
E

500 Range 

M = DIN rail mounting
E = Embedded mounting



500 Range Modules

Wired Modules



500 Range: it means max load 500W per module

Embedded module DIN rail module

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



Functions:

Electronic toggle relays, dimmers, timers, presence simulator, children’s

room night light, window shutter, etc.

Installation:

1) The modules may be installed in flush-mounting boxes 503, 504, 506
or round boxes with ø 60 mm.

2) DIN rail mounting (1 module).
3) In junction boxes providing that a minimum volume of 100cm3 is

available for each installed module.

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



- MTR500 – Electronic Toggle Relay

- MTM500 – Staircase Light Timer

- MTT500 – Timed Relay

- MTC500 – Blinker module

- MTV500 – Dimmer

- MTVT500 – Timed Dimmer

- MTK500 – Multifunctional Smart Dimmer

MVR500 – Window Shutter module

- The wired modules may be installed in flush-mounting boxes or

with DIN rail.

- The letter after the number 500 is for the type of installation:

- E = Embedded mounting

- M = Modular DIN rail mounting

MTR500E

MTR500MExample

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



MTR500 Module
MTR500E

MTR500M

Advantages
- Noiseless at 100% since it is electronic totally working with a microprocessor.

- Installation without neutral.

- No heavy cabling since there aren’t the wiring back connections of pushbuttons

and light on the electrical boxes.

- Soft start/soft stop function to save life of light and to assure an excellent

brightness.

Cabling

- The module is wired in series with the circuit and can be placed on the phase or

on the neutral.

- The pushbuttons to manage the module can have the common on the phase or

on the neutral.

- Within 50m from the module no limits in number of pushbuttons.

Programming

MTR500 module doesn’t need a programming.

It’s a toggle relay: touch the pushbutton to

switch ON/OFF the light.
Wired Modules



Technical Features:

- Min Power: 5VA

- Max Power: 500VA 2,2A normal installations

300VA 1.3A inside IP65 electrical boxes
- Mains Voltage: 230Vac +10%-15% - 50Hz

- Temperature: From -20°C to +40°C

- Relative umidity: From 0 to 99%

- Protections: Short-circuit and overheating protections

- Embedded box model (MTR500E)
Dimensions: 40x40x12mm
wires: 110mm x 1mm2 [AWG17]

- DIN rail model (MTR500M)
Dimensions: 1 DIN module MTR500E

MTR500M

Wired Modules

MTR500 Module



…how to use 

MTR500 Module
Wired Modules

Pushbutton Pushbutton Pushbutton Pushbutton

c



Moduli Filari

Connection diagram

Wired Modules

MTR500E Module

MTR500 MTR500



Wired Modules

Connection diagram

MTR500M Module



Cabling

- The module is wired in series with the circuit and can be placed on the phase or on

the neutral.

- The pushbuttons to manage the module can have the common on the phase or on

the neutral.

- Within 50m from the module no limits in number of pushbuttons.

It’s a staircase lights timer used to time

the staircase lights.
MTM500E

MTM500M

Wired Modules

MTM500 Module

Advantages
- Noiseless at 100% since it is electronic totally working

with a microprocessor.

- Installation without neutral.

- Timer from 2 seconds to 4 hours.

- A double integrated timer is able to give a lighting time of

one hour long by keeping pushed the connected

pushbutton for 3 seconds.

- Warning light switch OFF function: the light starts gradually

dimming.

- Soft start/soft stop function to save life of lamp and to

assure an excellent brightness.



Programming

MTM500 is already programmed with a 2 minute timing, every time the

pushbutton is pressed the timer starts to count the 2 minutes. That time can

be changed following the configuration time programming.

Configuration of timing

The timing can be programmed from 2 seconds to 4 hours by means of brief

touch sequence.

To set the time in seconds make 25 brief touch sequence instead of time in

minutes make 26 brief touch sequence.

Warning function: the light will blink briefly once minute before the switch-

on time expires (30 seconds if the time waas programmed in seconds) and

then will start gradually dimming. Touch briefly 24 times to

deactivate/reactivate the warning function.

Wired Modules

MTM500 Module



Extended time

This function is useful to keep the light ON while the staircase is being

cleaned. Hold one of the connected pushbuttons pressed for longer than

3 seconds to activate the function. The light remains ON for a time of one

hour. The function is deactivated/reactivate with 29 short touches.

Configuration lock

The module can be locked by means of 21 touch sequence. To unlock the

module at any time make 23 touch sequence.

Wired Modules

MTM500 Module



Wired Modules

MTM500 Module

Configuration table



MTM500E Module

Connection diagram

Wired Modules

MTM500E



MTM500M Module
Connection diagram

Wired Modules



MTT500 Module

MTT500E
MTT500M

Wired Modules

It’ s a timed relay equivalent to the

MTM500 staircase lights timer described

above. The only difference is that pressing

the pushbutton again while the light is ON

will switch the light OFF instead of extending

the time.

Cabling and programming

- The connection diagrams and the programming are the same of previous

MTM500 module.



MTV500 Module

MTV500E
MTV500M

Wired Modules

It’s a dimmer used to change the brightness

of lights by using one or more pushbuttons.

Advantages
- Noiseless at 100% since it is electronic totally working

with a microprocessor.

- Installation without neutral.

- Economic: real safing of consumptions.

- Easy to use: 100% brightness pushing twice the

pushbutton.

OK

NO

Cabling

- The module is wired in series with the circuit and can be placed on the phase or on

the neutral.

- The pushbuttons to manage the module can have the common on the phase or on

the neutral.

- Within 50m from the module no limits in number of pushbuttons.



Programming

MTV500 module has already a basic programming that could be

changed.

Working

ON-OFF: touch once briefly to switch the light ON and OFF at the stored

dimmer value. Touch sequences may be used to other brightness levels

according to the following table.

Wired Modules

MTV500 Module



Moduli Filari

Connection diagram

MTV500 MTV500

MTV500E Module

MTV500E

Wired Modules



Energy saving lights
With energy saving lights on the load, standard type, dimmable type, 12V LED

lights with dimmable converter or 230Vac LED light use always from 1 to 3

CHR3W accessories in parallel to the load.

Pushbutton 

L N 

CHR3W

CHR3W

GAMMA
500

500
Range

Module

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



MTVT500 Module

MTVT500E
MTVT500M

Wired Modules

It’s a timed dimmer just like the previous

MTV500. MTVT500 module integrates timer

functions.

Programming

MTVT500 module has already a basic programming

that may be changed.

Functions

At the previous MTV500 module functions there is the timing configuration

from 2 seconds to 4 hours.

Briefly touch 25 times to set the time in seconds (from 2 seconds to 4

minutes) or briefly touch 26 times to set the timing in minutes (from 2

minutes to 4 hours).

OK

NO



MTVT500 Module
Timing: from  2 seconds to 4 hours according to the following 

programming table:

Wired Modules



MTC500E Module

MTC500E

Wired Modules

It’s a blinker module available for

embedded box installation only.

Working

A dry contact must be used to connect the winding to phase for the

MTC500E to blink. The light will stop blinking when the contact is

open.The device may be controlled by a timer, a clock etc… connected in

series with the circuit as follows:

Funzionamento

Un contatto pulito deve connettere la bobina alla fase affinché il modulo si

metta a lampeggiatore. E’ possibile connettere un eventuale contatto di

comando (orologio, timer, ecc.) secondo schema che segue:

Contact 
output

Phase

Neutral

Load

Pushbutton to configure 
the module

Contact 
output

Phase

Neutral

Load

Clock



MTK500E Module
It’s a special module including the following

functions: toggle relay, dimmer, timer,

children’s room night light and presence

simulator. Available for embedded box solution

only.

MTK500E

Wired Modules

Advantages
- Saving energy: no lights left ON, consumption saving since it works also like a

dimmer, long life to lights for soft start/soft stop integrated function.

- Comfortable: a progressive lighting, soft light and noiseless totally.

- Sure: the integrated presence simulator assures a life at home when the tenant

is not present.

- Flexible: the programming can be changed according to the needs and it can be

completed at any time when necessary.

+ + +



Technical Features:

- Minum power: 5VA

- Maximum power: 500VA 2,2A in normal installations

300VA 1.3A in installations with IP65 sealed boxes
- Main voltage: 230Vca +10%-15% - 50Hz

- Temperature: from -20°C to +40°C

- Relative humidity: from 0 to 99%

- Dimming: on sinusoidal at start of end of phase with

automatic load type detection

- Protections: short-circuit and overheating protections

Embedded model (MTK500E)
Dimensions: 40x40x12mm
Wires: 110mm x 1mm2 [AWG17]

MTK500E

MTK500E Module
Wired Modules



Functions
ON-OFF: touch once briefly to switch the light On and OFF at the stored dimmer

value. Touch twice to set to 50% brightness. The 2 functions may be reversed. Soft

start and soft stop functions are provided to increase the lifespan of the light bulbs.

Dimming: hold the pushbutton pressed (with the light ON) to dim it and store the

setting. The brightness is stored when the pushbutton is pressed. Press again to

reverse the dimming up-down or down-up.

50% mode after first touch: 50% brightness at the first touch may be required in

some cases, In these applications the stored brightness level may be recalled by 2

touches. Use a 24 brief touch sequence to activate or deactivate this mode (4

blinks).

Memory mode: the last brightness level reached following prolonged pressing is

stored and will be recalled at the next switch-on (or by means two brief touches

according to the configuration).

50% light: press the pushbutton twice to set 50% brightness. This function can be

reversed with the first touch information.

Wired Modules

MTK500E Module



Night light for children: Use a 3 touch sequence to activate the children’s room

night light: brightness will be set to 20% and then graduallly decreases over one

hour. The brightness will set to a minimum value (walkway function) for to 12 hours.

Timing:: the module automatically switches the light OFF after an adjustable time

from 2 seconds to 4 hours (default value 2 hours). The light blinks briefly at the end

of the time to indicate the beginning of the soft stop function: the light will start

dimming and will be switched OFF completely after one minute. During the soft stop:

- Touch briefly once to restart the switch-on time for double the previous time. The

basic setting is not changed.

- Press for longer than 3 seconds to keep the light ON for 12 hours (or until it is

switched OFF manually).

Time configuration: the default on time setting is 2 hours. That time can be

changed by a programming from 2 seconds to 4 hours.

Wired Modules

MTK500E Module



12 hour double timing: use a 4 touch sequence to obtain 12 hour timing in all

cases. The light can be left ON for longer in this manner (for up to 12 hours or until it

is switched OFF manually) if the programmed time is too short for the current

requirement.

Presence simulator: a daily four-hour schedule can be stored. The module will turn

the light ON at 50% for 30 minutes every hour. The 30 minute on time during the

hour will be picked randomly. Touch the pushbutton briefly to start the four hour

simulator, the schedule will be repeated every day at the same time for four hours.

The schedule can be interrupted by simply pressing the pushbutton. The swiitch-on

time will start the first 30 minutes when presence simulation is started voluntarily by

means of a 6 touch sequence to confirm that the schedule has started properly to the

user.

Start-up postponed by 4 hours: touch 7 times to start the schedule after 4 hours (1

blink):

Start-up postponed by 8, 12, 16 hours: touch 8, 9, 10 times respectively to start

the schedule after 8, 12, 16 hours later (reply with 2, 3, 4 blinks respectively).

Wired Modules

MTK500E Module
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MTK500E Module
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MVR500E Module
It’s a module to control and centralise window

shutters, blinds and curtains. It has removable

terminals for an easy wiring.
MVR500E

Technical Features:

- 3-wire motor power: 230Vac-2A max 500VA

- Mains voltage: 230Vac +10%-15%-50Hz

- Ambient temperature -20°C +50°C

- Relative humidity: from 0 to 99%

- Dimensions: 45x32x20 mm

Advantages
- Illimitated number of window shutters centralised with one pilot wire.

- Compatible with all type of window shutters with 3 or 4 wire motors

(common, opening, closing, phase).

- Its integrated control torque avoids to damage the window shutters or

the motor in case of holdbacks.

- Daily integated schedule, multi-zone management scenarios by using a

remote control.

Wired Modules



Compatibility

The module is compatible with all 3 or 4-wire motors (common, opening, closing,

live). The limit switches may be of the electric or electronic type of set on the shutter

itself.

Power-up

Care is required for shutters with mechanical limit switch: do not power if the shutter

is completely closed. Arrange the shutter mid way using the opening and closing

wires directly before powering the module.

The module will adapt automatically to the various types of shutters with electronic

limit switches (either electric or mechanical).

Motor operation is always limited to 90 seconds. Except the case of electronic limit

switches: in this case, the operation is limited to 40 seconds.

MVR500E Module
Wired Modules



Use of the module

The module may be controlled by a single or double (not interlocked) pushbutton.

The shutter reacts for a few tenths of a second after pressing the pushbutton.

With single pushbutton: press once to open or close the shutter completely. Press

again during the movement to stop the shutter. The module will reverse the direction

of movement the next time the pushbutton is pressed.

With double pushbutton (not interlocked): (use the accessory R12M - Cod.

5454073) press the up pushbutton to open and stop opening. Press the down

pushbutton to close and stop closing. While closing, pressing the up pushbutton will

cause a 0,5 seconds stop and then the shutter will open. Pressing the two

pushbuttons at the same time will open the shutter.

SIMON URMET: 10138

Double not interlocked pushbutton

MVR500E Module
Wired Modules



Intermediate position

It’s possible to configure an intermediate position. In order to do this close the shutter

completely and the open it to the required intermediate position. Touch 5 times to store

the position. From now on, touch twice to take the shutter to the previously stored

position from any current position (closed, open or in between).

Daily scheduling

Daily scheduling allows automatically open and close the shutter at the chosen times.

The module has an internal timer and it doesn’t need to be adjusted.

Daily scheduling of closing time: touch 8 times at the time when you want to close the

shutter.

Daily scheduling of opening time: touch 9 times at the time when you want to open the

shutter.

Daily scheduling of intermediate position: touch 7 times at the time when you want to

set shutter to the intermediate position.

To delete all the scheduling simply touch 10 times.

ATTENTION: the module will clear all daily scheduling if the power is disconnected.

Alternatively an external timer switch or dusk sensor may be connected by means of

CV134 accessory (Cod. 5454806).

Wired Modules
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How to restore default settings

Touch 25 times to restore default settings.

How to block the module

Blocking the configurations prevents accidentally changing the module settings in

case of repeated touches. Touch 21 times to block the module. To remove the block

press 23 times.

NOTE: In the user manual you can find a detailed troubleshooting.

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module
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Connection diagram

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module

Local 
pushbutton



Centralisation

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module

Pushbutton

Double not 
interlocked 
Pushbutton

Double not 
interlocked 
Pushbutton Up

Down

Pilot wire



Automatic contact wiring

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module

Automatic Contact

Double not
interlocked 
Pushbutton

Pushbutton

Pilot Wire



Wired Modules

MVR500E Module
Centralisation with local remote pushbuttons

Use D600V 
accessory to 

connect remote 
pushbuttons on 

MVR500 module: 
50m max of 

distance



Cabling with a 24V motor

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module

R1 and R2:
230Vac winding 

relay - 10A
switch contact

24V motor

From 230Vac to 
24V conversion

UP

DOWN



Multizone cabling

Wired Modules

MVR500E Module

Day Zone 1 Day Zone 2 Night Zone 

Day Zone 1 

Day Zone 1+2 

Day Zone 2 Night Zone  

Night + day  zones  



Centralisation 500 Range

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



The module store their state of working in case of not powering, so if the module

was OFF it remains OFF the same viceversa.

The modules have a 500W of powering but in some case this value could be not

enough; in these cases it’s possible to put in parallel up to 10 Yokis modules to

increase the powering on the loads and to control all of them by means of a

common pushbutton.

L 

N 

GAMMA
500

Pushbutton

500VA 
max

500VA 
max

500VA 
max

GAMMA
500

500 
RANGE 
Module

Technical features of 500 range

Power increasing

Power-up

Wired Modules

500 
RANGE 
Module

500 
RANGE 
Module

500 Range Wired Modules



Centralisation

In the 230Vca comands use the accessory CVI50 (cod. 5454805) and connect all the

single modules by means of D600V (Cod. 5454072) accessory, one D600V used per

single lighting circuit.

The centralisation assures to use a single pushbutton not interlocked for shutter

window modules by using the R12M (Cod. 5454073) accessory.

Centralisation for 230Vca remote comand

All the wired 500 range modules can be connected with a single pilot wire to

activate/deactivate the modules at the same time. That centralisation requires some

additional accessories and it can include a 230Vac or a 24V power line.

For low voltage remote comands the 500 range modules can be centralised with a

single pilot wire by using the ADBT accessory that must have a local low voltage

comand (24V). The local comands need to be connected with a pilot wire by using

the D600V (Cod. 5454072) accessory, one per single lighting circuit.

The centralisation assures to use one single button not interlocked to switch ON-OFF

the load, that button must be connected by means of R12M (Cod. 5454073)

accessory.

Centralisation for 24V remote comand

Wired Modules

500 Range Wired Modules



Centralisation for 230Vac

R12M

L 

N 

R12M D600V

D
6

0
0

V

D
6

0
0

V

CVI50

PILOT WIRE

GAMMA
500

GAMMA
500

Modulo
GAMMA

500

Modulo
GAMMA

500

Wired Modules
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Centralisation for low voltage (24V)

Common
comand

ADBT

ADBT ADBT ADBT
D

6
0

0
V

D
6
0
0
V

D
6

0
0

V

L 

N 
L 
N 

PushbuttonPushbutton Pushbutton

ADBT D600V

PILOT WIRE

500
Range 

Module

Wired Modules

500
Range 

Module

500
Range 

Module
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Wired

MTR2000
MTM2000
MEP2000

M-E
M-E
E

2000 Range

M = DIN rail mounting
E = Embedded mounting



Embedded module DIN rail module

2000 Range: so called for their maximum load power level of 2000W

per module

Wired Modules

2000 Range Wired Modules



They can be used for:

Toggle relays, timers, timed relays, night time saving module ideal for

residential areas, public areas etc…

Installation:

1) The modules may be installed in flush-mounting boxes 503, 504, 506
or round boxes with ø 60 mm.

2) DIN rail mounting (1 module).
3) In junction boxes providing that a minimum volume of 100cm3 is

available for each installed module.

Wired Modules

2000 Range Wired Modules



MTR2000 Module

MTR2000E
MTR2000M

It’s a timed toggle relay: pressing the

connected pushbutton the light is switched

ON or OFF.

The module can be timed by means of a

programming.

- Embedded module (MTR2000E)
Dimensions: 48x32x20 mm

- DIN rail module (MTR2000M)
Dimensions: 1 DIN module

Advantages
- Compatible with all the type of loads and centralised with a pilot wire.

- 100% noiseless since it works with a microprocessor.

- Soft start/soft stop functions to increase the lifespan of the light bulbs

and for a better brightness.

Wired Modules



Technical Features:

Mains voltage: 230Vac +/-15% – 50Hz

Module consumption: <1W

Noise level: <60dB at 20cm

Ambient temperature: from -20°C to +60°C

Electronic winding: 230Vac

12 or 24 Vac winding may be used with addition of ADBT accessory (cod.

5454076).

The module will not work with warning light pushbuttons: in this case

use MTM2000 model configured as toggle relay.

MTR2000E

- Power on resistive load: 10A-250Vac, Max 2500VA

- Power on other loads: 3A-250Vac, Max 500VA

MTR2000M

- Power on resistive load: 10A-250Vac, Max 2500VA

- Power on other loads: 5A-250Vac, Max 750VA

MTR2000 Module
Wired Modules



Programming

Before starting any configuration touch 23 times to unlock the relay. The

module will lock again automatically after 6 hours. It can be locked immediately

by using a 21 touch sequence.

Timing
Time configuration: «timing» is OFF by default. All configurations are stored in the

case of blackout.The switch-on time can be configured from 2 seconds to 4 hours by

means of short touch sequences. Touch 25 times to set the time in seconds (reply 5

bliks) or briefly touch 26 times to go back to a minutes from 2 minutes to 4 hours (6

blinks).

Extended time: «extended» time is OFF by deafault. Touch 29 times to activate

the function. The light will be switched ON for 12 hours when a connected pushbutton

is held pressed for longer than 3 seconds. Touch once to switch it OFF before the

time. The module will resume normal operation after switch-OFF (with the set time).

Warning: «warning» is OFF by default. Touch 24 times to activate the warning

function. The light will blink once minute before the switch-on time expire (10 seconds

with time programmed in seconds). The pushbutton can be pressed again before the

light goes out to extend the switch-on time.

MTR2000 Module
Wired Modules



Daily Scheduling

Scheduling allows to program a module to switch ON and OFF every day at the

chosen times. Touch 22 times for daily scheduling.

Touch 8 times at the time you want the daily switch-OFF.

Touch 9 times at the time you want the daily switch-ON.

Touch 10 times to delete the daily configuration.

NOTE: all scheduling will be deleted from the MTR2000 module in case of

blackout, the required time configuration must be repeat.

Current state memory in case of blackout: the current state of the relay may be

stored in case of blackout to restore the state when power is stored. Touch 28

times to do that.

MTR2000 Module
Wired Modules



Standard diagram

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

MTR2000 Module
Wired Modules

pushbutton

pushbutton

3 wires 4 wires



Standard diagram

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

pushbutton

MTR2000 Module
Wired Modules

3 wires 4 wires



MTR2000 Module

Pilot wire Pilot wire

Wired Modules

Centralisation

Double not
interlocked 
Pushbutton

Local
Pushbuttons

Double not
interlocked 
Pushbutton

Switch ON

Switch OFF

Switch ON

Switch OFF



MTM2000 module

MTM2000E
MTM2000M

Wired Modules

It’s a staircase light timer with anti-jamming

function used if a pushbutton remains jammed. It

can work as a toggle relay by a programming.

- Flush mounting (MTM2000E)
Dimensions: 48x32x20 mm

- DIN rail (MTM2000M)
Dimensions: 1 DIN module

Advantages
- Noiseless at 100% since it is electronic totally working

with a microprocessor.

- Installation with neutral.

- Timer from 2 seconds to 4 hours.

- A double integrated timer is able to give a lighting time of

one hour long by keeping pushed the connected

pushbutton for 3 seconds.

- Warning light switch OFF function: the light blink briefly

once minute before the switch-on time expires (10 seconds

before if it works in second time).



Technical Features:

Mains voltage: 230Vac +/-15% – 50Hz

Module consumption: <1W

Noise level: <60dB at 20cm

Ambient temperature: from -20°C to +60°C

Electronic winding: 230Vac

12 or 24 Vac winding may be used with addition to ADBT accessory (cod.

5454076).

Maximum current of all warning light pushbuttons: 20mA (equal to

approximately 20 buttons).

MTM2000E

- Power on resistive load: 10A-250Vac, Max 2500VA

- Power on other loads: 3A-250Vac, Max 500VA

MTM2000M

- Power on resistive load: 10A-250Vac, Max 2500VA

- Power on other loads: 5A-250Vac, Max 750VA

MTM2000 Module
Wired modules



Programming
Before starting any configuration touch 23 times to unlock the module. The

module will lock again automatically after 6 hours. It can be locked immediately

by using a 21 touch sequence.

Timing

Time configuration: «timing» is OFF by default. All configurations are stored in the

case of blackout.The switch-on time can be configured from 2 seconds to 4 hours by

means of short touch sequences. Touch 25 times to set the time in seconds (reply 5

bliks) or touch 26 times to go back to a minutes from 2 minutes to 4 hours (6 blinks).

Extended time: «extended time» is OFF by deafault Touch 29 times to activate the

function. The light will be switched ON for 12 hours when a connected pushbutton is

held pressed for longer than 3 seconds. Touch once to switch it OFF before the time.

The module will resume normal operation after switch-OFF (with the set time).

Warning: «warning» is OFF by default. Touch 24 times to activate the warning

function. The light will blink once minute before the switch-on time expire (10 seconds

with time programmed in seconds). The pushbutton can be pressed again before the

light goes out to extend the switch-on time.

MTM2000 Module
Wired modules



Anti-jamming function
The function is not active by default. The anti-jamming function may be

used in common areas to ensure that the light switches OFF (i.e. when

the timing function is using) even if a pushbutton remains jammed.

To do that, equip each button with a small R1500 accessory (Cod.

5454074) connected in series to every single pushbutton.

Touch briefly 20 times to activate the anti-jamming action.

MTM2000 Module
Wired modules



MTM2000M Module
Wired Modules

3 wires
4 wires

Anti-jamming accessory
Pushbutton Pushbutton

3 wires 4 wires

Pushbutton

Pushbutton

Pushbutton

Pushbutton

Connection diagram for anti-jamming function



Specifically…

MTM2000M Module
Wired Modules

R1500 
accessories

From 1 to 20 
warning light 
pushbuttons

230Vac – 50Hz



MEP2000 Module

MEP2000E
It’s a night-time saving module.
Ideai for common areas of blocks of flats, residential areas, public

areas where lights are switched ON automatically in the evening and

switched OFF in the morning (typically by using a dusk sensor or an

astronomic clock).

A considerable amount of energy may be saved using this device

considering that lighting is not normally needed in the middle hours

of the night: lighting is usually essential only in the evening and in

the morning. The MEP2000 modules allows to automate automatic

switch-OFF and switch-ON of one or more lights in the middle hours

of the night. The time can be configured from 4 to 9 hours. The

switch-OFF time is symmetric with respect to the programmed

middle of the night. The middle line may be shifted forwards by from

0 to 2 hours (default: 1 hour) to privilege the evening lighting time

with respect to the morning time.

Advantages
- Easy to install close to the lamp.

- Assure a saving of night lighting without swiitching OFF the

whole lighting line.

Wired modules



Standard diagram

Wired Modules

MEP2000 Module

LIGHTPushbutton to  
configure the 

module



X = Available with external antenna

Radio

500 Range

MTV500ER
MVR500ER X



Radio Modules

500 Range Modules



Receivers Transmitters

500 Range Radio Modules
500 Range: it means max load 500W per module



They are used for:

Electronic toggle relays, dimmers, timers, shutter window controllers.

Installation
Receivers

Usually are installed close to the loads in order to avoid metallic parts that

can damage the radio transmission. They are not installed on remote

controlled sockets.
1) Flush mounted into 503, 504, 506 boxes or round boxes of ø 60 mm

diameter.

Transmitters
1) Flush mounted into 503, 504, 506 boxes or round boxes of ø 60 mm

diameter.

2) Portable

500 Range Radio Modules



- MTV500ER – Timed Dimmer module with neutral

- MVR500ER – Window shutter module

- Receivers are installed in flush mounted way; the meaning of

letters after number 500 is:

- E= is for Embedded mounting

- R= is for Radio module

- X= with eXternal antenna version

MVR500ER

Example

MVR500ERX

Receivers

500 Range Radio Modules



Technical Features:

Max power: 500VA 2,2A normal installations

300VA 1,3A in installation in IP65 sealed boxes

Mains voltage: 230Vac +10%-10% - 50Hz

Relative umidity: from 0 to 90%

Diming: on sinusoidal at start of end of phase with automatic

load type detection

Protections: short-circuit and overheating protections

Dimensions: 46x37x12 mm

Range in the same room <100m2

Frequency: 2,4 GHz

Transmission: two way with notification LED on transmitter

MTV500ER module

MTV500ER

Radio modules

It’s a timed dimmer module with neutral. It’s used

to adjust the brightness using one or more Yokis

remote control transmitters: It may be

programmed to work as toggle relay or blinking

module (fixed blinking time of 30 seconds).

NO

OK



Features

- Compatible with all dimming loads from 0W to 500W.

- Connection with other Yokis receivers to realize common

comands and actions.

- Timing function: the dimmer can be timed to switch-OFF

the light from 2 seconds to 4 hours when the pushbutton is

not pressed.

- Two-way with notification LED on transmitter.

- The radiation they give off is less than 10.000 times the

mobile phones.

PROGRAMMING MADE BY PRESSING BRIEFLY THE

«CONNECT» TAB ON BOARD.

Radio modules

MTV500ER module



Radio connection between transmitter and receiver

1. On the transmitter touch the pushbutton to be connected on the transmitter 5

times (E5): the transmitter LED will start blinking for 20 seconds indicating that

the system is waiting for connection.

2. While the transmitter LED is blinking touch once (R1) the «connect» tab on the

receiver. The reeceiver relay will blink once and the transmitter LED will stop

blinking if the connection was successful.

WARNING: the receiver must be powered.

Connect tab

Radio modules

MTV500ER module

E5 R1



RADIO BUS

How to increase the radio range

The standard radio range is in one room with smaller than 100m2.

A RADIO BUS may be used to interconnect several MTV500ER modules in wireless

mode. A more distant receiver can therefore be reached via the RADIO BUS.

To configure a RADIO BUS connect the receivers to one another (MTR2000ER and

MVR500ER may also be used): press «connect» on the receiver and then touch the

receiver nerby. Connect the transmitter to the «arrival receiver» by means of 5 touch

sequence. Then touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 5 times and touch

«connect» on the receiver and send the command to the «arrival reeceiver». To

connect one receiver with the next one press once the connect tab.

Receiver 1 Receiver 3 Receiver 4

RADIO BUS

Receiver 2

MTV500ER module
Radio modules



Configuration

Firstly use a 23 touch sequence directly on its connect tab to unlock the MTV500ER and

configure it. MTV500ER has not a direct connected pushbutton so you have to press its

connect tab on board to programm it.

Timer configuration

The time can be configured from 2 seconds to 4 hours by means of short touch sequences.

Touch the connect tab of the module 25 times to set the time in seconds. Touch the connect tab

26 times to return the setting to minutes.

12 hours time

The timer can be extended and set to 12 hours. Touch the connect tab 6 times to do this. The

light will be switched ON for 12 hours whenever any pushbutton of transmitter is pressed. Press

the pushbutton on the transmitter again to switch the light OFF before the set switch-OFF time.

Switch-OFF warning

The module will blink 60 seconds before the set switch-OFF time (or 10 seconds if the time is

set in seconds). Press the pushbutton again to restart the timer. The warning function is preset

by default. Touch the connect tab 24 times to deactivate and reactivate the function.

Relay mode

MTV500ER works also as a simple toggle relay instead of a dimmer. Touch 20 times to activate

or deactivate the mode.

Radio modules

MTV500ER module



Blinking mode

This function may be useful to alert hearing impaired users: the MTV500ER will blink

for 30 seconds when a blink command is received from the transmitter.

Memory mode

The last brightness level reached following prolonged pressing is stored and will be

recalled at the next switch-ON.

100% mode after first touch

100% brightness at the first touch may be required in some applications. In this case,

the stored brightness level may be recalled by 2 touches. Touch the connect tab of

the module 29 times to activate or deactivate the function (the memory mode is

activated by default).

Minimum brightness level

The minimum brightness level may be recalled at any time by means of 4 touches.

To configure the minimum required level:

- set the chosen brightness by holding the pushbutton pressed;

- then touch 27 times the module will blink 7 times to confirm.

Radio modules

MTV500ER module



Radio modules

MTV500ER module



Radio modules

MTV500ER module

Wiring



MVR500ER Module

Radio modules

This module is used to control and

centralise window shutters or

curtains either by means of hard wired

pushbuttons or Yokis remote controls.

Technical Features:

- 3-wire motor power: 230Vac-2A max 500VA

- Mains voltage: 230Vac+10%-15%-50Hz

- Ambient temperature: -20°C +50°C

- Relative humidity: from 0 to 99%

- Dimensions: 45x32x20 mm
- Range: In the room < 100m2

- Frequency: 2,4GHz

- Transmission: Two-way notification LED on transmitter

MVR500ER
MVR500ERX



Features and advantages

- Compatible with all three-wire motors (common, opening,

closing).

- Its integrated control torque avoids to damage the window

shutters or the motor in case of holdbacks.

- Daily integated schedule, multi-zone management

scenarios by using a remote control.

- Mixed wireless and wired installations for any needs.

- Connection with other Yokis receivers to realize common

comands and actions.

- Two-way with notification LED on transmitter.

PROGRAMMING MADE BY PRESSING THE LOCAL

PUSHBUTTON.

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules



Compatibility

The MVR500ER module is compatible with all three-wire motors

(common, opening, closing). The limit switches may be of the electric or

electronic type and set on the shutter itself.

If mechanical limit switches are used, the shutter travel is defined by

mechanical stops. The MVR500ER module is also compatible with four-

wire motors (phase, neutral, up, down) in permanent up and down control

mode.

It is not compatible with tabular motors with integrated radio receiver.

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules



Use of the module

The module may be controlled by a single or double (not interlocked) pushbutton.

The shutter reacts for a few tenths of a second after pressing the pushbutton.

With single pushbutton: press once to open or close the shutter completely. Press

again during the movement to stop the shutter. The module will reverse the direction

of movement the next time the pushbutton is pressed.

With double pushbutton (not interlocked): (use the accessory R12M - Cod.

5454073) Press the up pushbutton to open and stop opening. Press the down

pushbutton to close and stop closing. While closing, pressing the up pushbutton will

cause a 0,5 seconds stop and then the shutter will open. Pressing the two

pushbuttons at the same time will open the shutter.

With remote control (transmitter): use as single pushbutton operation.

SIMON URMET: 10138

Double not interlocked pushbutton

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules



Intermediate position

It’s possible to configure an intermediate position. In order to do this close the shutter

completely and then open it to the required intermediate position. Touch 5 times to

store the position. From now on, touch twice to take the shutter to the previously stored

position from any current position (closed, open or in between).

Daily scheduling

Daily scheduling allows automatically open and close the shutter at the chosen times.

The module has an internal timer and it doesn’t need to be adjusted.

Daily scheduling of closing time: touch 8 times at the time when you want to close the

shutter.

Daily scheduling of opening time: touch 9 times at the time when you want to open the

shutter.

Daily scheduling of intermediate position: touch 7 times at the time when you want to

set shutter to the intermediate position.

To delete all the scheduling simply touch 10 times.

ATTENTION: the module will clear all daily scheduling if the power is disconnected.

Alternatively an external timer switch or dusk sensor may be connected by means of

CV134 accessory (Cod. 5454806).

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules



How to restore default settings

Touch 25 times to restore default settings.

How to block the module

Blocking the configurations prevents accidentally chainging the module settings in

case of repeated touches. Touch 21 times to block the module. To remove the block

press 23 times.

NOTE: In the user manual there is a detailed troubleshooting.

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules



The MVR500ER is also available with external

antenna version whose reference is

MVR500ERX. The antenna is 8 cm high and 25

cm long.

An antenna support is also available; the

reference is SUP01 (5454085).

MVR500ERX

MVR500ERX Module
Radio modules
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MVR500ER Module
Radio modules

Wiring

Optional 
local 
pushbutton



Radio Radio + Wired

MVR500ER Module
Radio modules

Local 
push-
button



X = Available with external antenna version

Radio

MTR2000ER X

2000 Range



Radio Modules

2000 Range Modules



Receivers Transmitters

2000 Range Radio Modules
2000 Range: so called for their maximum load power level of 2000W

per module.



Technical Features:

Mains voltage: 230Vac +15%-15% - 50Hz

Power on resistive load: 10A - 250Vac, Max 2500VA, 10A - 30 Vcc Max. 300W

Power on other loads: Max. 500VA

Module consumption: <1VA <0,3W

Noise level: <60dB at 20 cm

Ambient temperature: -20°C +50°C

Relative humidity: from 0 to 70%

Dimensions: 48x33x22,5 mm

Range radio: in the same room <100m2

Frequency: 2,4 GHz

Transmission: Two-way with notification LED on transmitter

MTR2000ER Module

Radio modules

The MTR2000ER module is a radio timed

togle relay used in wireless mode and by

one or more additional local pushbuttons

simultaneously. It may be programmed to

work like a dry contact relay also

managed in a pulse mode (0,5 seconds).

MTR2000ER
MTR2000ERX



Features and advantages

- It integrates a toggle relay and timer together.

- It may be also used with pushbuttons connected directly

(Radio + Wired module).

- It managed all the lights up to 2000W load with its dry

contact.

- Connections with other Yokis radio modules for common

comands and centralised installations.

- It works both with switches and pushbuttons.

- Timing programmed from 2 seconds to 4 hours with

extended time function (the light will be switched ON for 12

hours).

PROGRAMMING MADE BY PRESSING THE LOCAL

PUSHBUTTON.

MTR2000ER Module
Radio modules



The MTR2000ER module is also available with

an external antenna version whose reference is

MTR2000ERX. The antenna is 8 cm high and

25 cm long.

MTR2000ERX

An antenna support is also available SUP01

(5454085).

Radio modules

MTR2000ER Module



Radio modules

MTR2000ER Module



Presence sensor wiring diagram with presence sensor

Radio modules

MTR2000ER Module

Pushbuttons
Presence sensor



TRANSMITTERS

Radio Modules



Radio Transmitters
(5454402) E2BP – 2 Channel transmitter

(5454408) E2BPX – 2 Channel transmitter with external antennna

(5454401) TLC2C – 2 pushbutton remote control

(5454403) TLC8C – 8 pushbutton remote control

(5454405) GALET8T – 8 pushbutton flat remote control

(5454410) GALETBOIS – 8 pushbutton deluxe remote control

(5454082) SUPPORT TLC – Support for TLC2C and TLC8C transmitters

Radio Remote Controls

E2BPX GALET8T

E2BP TLC2C TLC8C

GALETBOIS

SUPPORT TLC

Radio modules



Technical Features

The radio transmitters must be used with Yokis receivers only.

- CR2032 Lithium battery (included)

- Battery life > 7 years

- Max 4 receivers per transmitters button

- Operating Temperature: from -10°C to +50°C

- IP54 protection

- Max relative humidity: 80%

- Range: in the same room <100m2 and 50m in open range (range may be

reduced by presence of metallic elements, crossing of walls or partitions)

- Frequency: 2,4 GHz

- Transmission 2 way: the transmitter LED lights up only if radio transmission was

successful. Adding an intermediate receiver will allow to solve a problem of

insufficient range.

IMPORTANT : all the receivers are powered with 230Vac voltage directly so they don’t

need the internal battery to work.

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



E2BP Transmitter cabling

On all the transmitters

the LED is ON when

the transmission was

successfully.

Can be used also one single

channel simply connecting a

pushbutton.

If the receivers are

MTR2000ER module types

the switches can be used

instead of pushbuttons.

Availabale also the external antenna version: E2BPX

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



Transmitter pushbuttons operating mode

The default value of pushbutton of every transmitter is operating mode 1.

To change the operating mode of a pushbutton operate as follows:

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration menu).

The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) While the LED is blinking touch the chosen button from 1 to 4 times to

select the required operating function.

3) The LED will blink from 1 to 4 times to confirm configuration.

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls
Configuration menu

The pushbuttons of the transmitters have a default operating mode 1 but it

could be changed by pressing 10 times (M10) the pushbutton in order to enter

in the configuration menu according to the next table.



Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



Useful functions
How to copy a pushbutton on another pushbutton between two different

transmitters on the same transmitter. Copy only the first of the

configured connections: the new button will be set to operating mode 1

(toggle).
1) Touch the new button to be created 5 times. The LED will start blinking.

2) While LED is blinking press the button to copy for 3 seconds until the LED blinks.

How to copy a pushbutton (between two different transmiitters)
Copy all the connections: the new button will be set to operating mode 1.

On the new transmitter
1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (Configuration menu). The

transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) While the LED is blinking touch the destination pushbutton 12 times. The LED will

blink during copying (approximately 30 seconds).

On the source transmitter
1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration menu). The

transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) While the LED is blinking touch the pushbutton to be copied 13 times. The LED

will light up during data transfer and then switch OFF.

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



How to duplicate the transmitter completely
On the new transmitter

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration menu).

The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) Touch one of the pushbuttons 14 times while the LED is blinking.

3) The LED will blink at the end of 14 touches.

On the source transmitter

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration menu).

The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) Touch one of the pushbuttons 14 times while the LED is blinking.

3) The LED will blink at the end of the 14 touch sequence.

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



How to restore default settings of a transmitter pushbutton
Default settings=clear button connections, go back to mode 1 (toggle), go back to

direct mode.

1) Touch any pushbuttton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration

menu). The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) While the LED is blinking touch the button on which to restore default

settings 15 times.

3) The LED will blink at the end of the 15 touches.

How to restore completely default serttings of a transmitter

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (configuration

menu). The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) Touch one of the pushbuttons 25 times while the LED is blinking.

3) The LED will blink at the end of the 25 touches to confirm that default

settings have been restored.

Radio modules

Radio Remote Controls



Radio Receivers Centralisation
Radio modules



CENTRALISATION

There are 2 ways to centralise the Yokis modules:

1) Direct Mode (up to 4 receivers)

2) Via ‘’Radio Bus’’ (no limit in number of receivers)

The MVR500ER and MTR2000ER receivers may be also centralised by

means of a pilot wire. So during the cabling you can provide with an

additonal wire for an additional wired centralisation.

Radio Receivers Centralisation
Radio modules



Direct Mode

Up to 4 receivers may be directly associated with the same pushbutton by

always respecting the range of every single module.

1) Touch the transmitter button 5 times (E5)

2) The transmitter LED will start blinking for 30 seconds indicating that the

system is waiting for connection.

3) Briefly press the pushbutton in the «connect» hole of the receiver (R1)

with the point of a pencil while the transmitter LED is blinking. For

MTV500ER press the on board connect tab once (R1).

NOTE: the receiver module must be powered.

Radio modules



How To Create A RADIO BUS

Radio Bus

All the MTR2000ER, MTV500ER, MVR500ER receivers may

be connected together to form a radio bus.

More receivers can be connected to be managed by a

transmitter or more transmitters.

To create a bus it is necessary to connect the receivers one by

one and at the end associating the transmitter to one of them.

To properly create the Radio Bus nr. 5 steps there are.

Radio modules



STEP 1
How to set centralisation to operate lights (default) or window shutters

Light modules (MTR2000ER – MTV500ER)

1) The centralised pushbutton will operate the light modules by default. Skip

this step.

Window shutter module (MVR500ER)

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (M10) (configuration

menu). The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) Touch the chosen pushbutton 11 times (E11) while the LED is blinking.

3) At the end of the touch sequence, the LED will blink once (1 touch) to

confirm the configuration.

M10 = Configuration  Menu 

E(11)+

How To Create A RADIO BUS
Radio modules



STEP 2
How to define pushbutton operating mode

1) Touch any pushbutton on the transmitter 10 times (M10) (configuration menu). The

transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) While the LED is blinking touch the chosen button from 1 to 4 times to select the

required operating function.

3) The LED will blink from 1 to 4 times to confirm configuration.

M10 = Configuration Menu

Ei (i=1,2,3,4)+

How To Create A RADIO BUS
Radio modules



STEP 3
Connection of the receivers

1) Press «connect» on receiver 1. Its LED will start blinking (R1) for a

connection waiting.

2) Press «connect» on receiver 2 (R1).

NOTE: To confirm the connection the LED of receiver 2 will blink once and the LED

of receiver 1 will stop blinking. The relay of the two receivers will switch once when

the connection has been established.

3) Repeat the previous 2 steps 1) and 2) for receiver 2 and the next receiver

3, and so on….

Receiver 2

How To Create A RADIO BUS
Radio modules

Receiver 1 Receiver 3 Receiver 4



STEP 4
Connect the push button of the transmitter on the nearest receiver.

It is advisable to connect the transmitter to the nearest receiver to avoid

problems of range.

1) Touch the chosen pushbutton on the transmitter 5 times (E5).

2) While the transmitter LED is blinking press once (R1) the pushbutton in

the connect hole (or press once the connect tab).

3) The receiver will switch the relay briefly and the transmitter LED will go

out.

How To Create A RADIO BUS
Radio modules



STEP 5
How to set the pushbutton as centralised

1) Touch the transmitter pushbutton 10 times (M10) (configuration menu).

The transmitter LED will blink rapidly.

2) Touch the chosen pushbutton 6 times (E6) while the LED is blinking.

3) At the end of the touch sequence the LED will blink 6 times to confirm the

configuration.

M10 = Configuration Menu

E6+

How To Create A RADIO BUS
Radio modules



Accessories

D600V

ADBT R1500

R12M CHR3W

BV40

CVI50

FDVDTCV134

REL1C



Accessories

R12M (5454073) = It is used mainly in 500 Range to centralise the

modules with a double pushbutton not interlocked.

CVI50E (5454805) = It is used in 500 Range to centralise the modules by

means of 2 different push buttons.

D600V (5454072) = It is used to centralise the modules by means of pilot

wire.

FDVDT (5454075) = It is used in 500 Range if power line is mixed with

inductive loads (shutters or ironmagnetic ballast).

R1500 (5454074) = Accessory used in series with the single pushbutton

when anti-jamming function is used with MTM2000

module.

CV134 (5454806) = Accessory used to manage the window shutters when

a clock contact is needed. Used for MVR500E and

MVR500ER modules.



CHR3W (5454070)= To use with energy saving lights. Use always

dimmable lights. From 1 to 3 accessories per light.

BV40 (5454071) = Accessory to add in case of using warning light

pushbuttons. One accessory for 20 warning light

pushbuttons.

ADBT (5454076) = It is used to centralise Yokis module at low voltage

12V – 48V.

CVR12 (5454807) = Converter to use for clock contact with 2000 range

modules.

REL1C (5454081) = Relay with a 230Vac winding with a 230Vac-0,1A dry

contact.

Accessories



Radio Connection Example



Radio Connection Example



Yokis Modules



Tables Of Functions And Loads

On the General Yokis

Catalogue you can also

find detailed tables

describing functions

(timing, pilot wire, radio

centralisation, anti-

jamming function, daily

scheduling etc.) and type

of admitted loads

(halogen, LED, energy

saving, dimmeable,

fluorescent lights, etc.)

for all Yokis modules.

Catalogue 2014



Thank you for your attention


